Admissions Plus Pro and Online Applications

The Complete Lottery, Wait List and Enrollment Management Solution for Charter Schools

Rediker SOFTWARE
Admissions Plus Pro® with Online Applications

Streamline the Enrollment Process. Eliminate Data Entry.

When it comes to efficiently running your charter school’s lottery, wait list and enrollment process, one decision can make all the difference: the right software. Admissions Plus Pro with integrated Online Forms and Applications makes it easy to track and communicate with each applicant step by step through the entire process, from initial inquiry through lottery, acceptance and enrollment.

Online Inquiries and Applications

Dramatically improve your lottery and enrollment process with Admissions Plus Pro’s Online Forms and Applications. The easy-to-use service is a paperless solution that eliminates extra work, avoids duplicate data entry and sets your school apart by creating a friendly online experience for prospective students and families.

- Create an inquiry form that automatically sends data to Admissions Plus Pro to begin outreach to prospective students and their families.
- Bring your enrollment applications online. Fields from Admissions Plus Pro, including validated entries, are easily included on the forms.
- Parents only need one account for multiple children.
- Create visitation forms and schedule visits online.
- Multiple forms are linked. If the same fields are on multiple forms, filling in those fields automatically fills them in on other forms.
- Forms are pre-filled for families that have completed another form or are already registered. Partially completed forms are stored and may be finished later.
- Forms are dynamic. Whether entering contacts, siblings, or activities, applicants can keep clicking ADD ANOTHER. Some students can have one entry and others dozens.
- Upload documents, such as birth certificates or transcripts, and they are automatically attached to requirements in Admissions Plus Pro.
- Automatic confirmation emails are sent to families upon submission of forms.
- Make changes to online forms and applications in minutes with complete control over the forms.

Customize Your Online Application Site

The Admissions Plus Pro Online Forms Wizard makes it simple to create your own Online Application site and match the colors and design of your school website. No knowledge of HTML is needed. We can also create your Online Application site and forms for you.

Did You Know? Over 65,000 prospective families used Admissions Plus Pro’s Online Applications during the 2015-2016 admissions cycle.
Enrollment Management for Charter Schools
Lottery and Wait List Data at Your Fingertips

Once a prospect inquires or applies to your school, the data flows seamlessly to Admissions Plus Pro for quick access in an organized and intuitive format. Whenever a prospect is called up, a snapshot of that prospect appears at the top of the screen, providing important information including:

- Dynamic accepted and wait list position
- Program and grade level
- Prospect’s application
- Demographics and activities
- E-Portfolio items such as a transcript
- Prospect contacts and email
- Communication log

The Lottery and Wait List Manager in Admissions Plus Pro provides you with the tools you need to conduct your school’s lottery and manage the wait list.

- Randomly assign lottery numbers to all your applicants publicly in seconds.
- The wait list feature sorts applicants according to your school’s priorities and assists in wait-listing and accepting applicants. The wait list is instantly rearranged when an application is withdrawn.
- Know how many prospects are applying to each grade level and how many prospects are in each enrollment step. See how many spots you have filled and how many you have left.

Customizable Multi-Step Process

Create unique requirements and easily track which steps a prospect has completed (green), is working on (outlined green) and has yet to complete (gray).
Discover the Admissions Plus Pro Difference

Flexibility to Meet Your Unique Needs
Admissions Plus Pro can be customized to meet every charter school’s enrollment needs. Staff can set different prospect requirements for different grades or programs to fit their specific needs. Every school receives its own customized online application website that links to its current website and contains all application forms.

Seamless Flow of Data from Inquiry to Acceptance
Never file a piece of paper again. Admissions Plus Pro creates a completely paperless solution while eliminating hundreds of hours of data entry on behalf of enrollment staff. All data entered by a prospect using our Online Forms and Applications flows seamlessly into Admissions Plus Pro for tracking, communication, analysis, and decision making. Once students are accepted, their information is automatically sent to the accepted school year in Administrator’s Plus. If using a different SIS, accepted student data is sent to an ASCII file for easy import.

Just a Few of the Benefits:
- Automatically manage lottery applications and wait lists.
- Do away with manila folders. Store all documents associated with each prospect using built-in e-portfolios.
- Automatically send emails and letters that notify prospective families of their application status.
- Attract and engage prospective families years ahead of enrollment.
- Streamline data collection with online inquiries and applications.
- Track each applicant step by step through the entire process.
- Examine the entire history of an applicant’s record.
- Analyze outreach, acceptance and demographic statistics.
- Customize your enrollment process for each grade and program.
- Use or modify pre-formatted letters or easily write your own with the built-in report writer.
- Process multiple children in one family all at once.
- Create pivot tables, charts and graphs with the built-in Excel™ Wizard.
- Automatically send attending applicants to Administrator’s Plus or any SIS.

To the Parents of Robert Paquet
2 Weibrham Rd.
Hampton, MA 01036

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Paquet,
Congratulations! We have completed our lottery selection process and are happy to invite your son Robert Paquet, to attend Rediker Charter for the coming school year.

Rediker Charter depends on total family participation for the success of our students. To secure Robert’s place, please make plans for your family to attend our orientation meeting on April 21st at 7:00pm in our gymnasium. We will explain the enrollment and testing process to you at that time.

If you are unable to attend the orientation meeting, please contact us before April 20th. Families who do not attend and do not contact us will lose the opportunity to attend Rediker Charter.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at 1(413)566-3403 or email admissions@redikercharter.com.

Howard Johnson
Director of Admissions
Rediker Charter
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